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August was the closest month we have had to normal all Summer. Thursday Night and Wednesday Night Racing
are being well attended, the Pirate’s Cove is open for outdoor business, and the Cattail Regatta went as scheduled. And we have had incredible weather for all these events. Our Summer of river racing has brought us back to
the early days of Jolly Roger sailing. River racing is fun and challenging at times, and gives us all on Edgewater
Drive a chance to watch. With river racing and the shiftiness of the wind that comes with that, anyone has a
chance to do well, including myself. Plus, they are simple races that do not require a lot of work. We do more
racing and less race preparation.
The Cattail went well and was well attended. We had six classes of One-Designs attend, and they were from all
over the place. The Sunfish Class included Gail Turluck who came from Richland, Michigan (2.5 hours away), Tom
Katterheirich who came from Lake St Mary’s (1.75 hours away) and our own Donald Fritz. Three of the best Sunfish sailors in this part of the country. Congrats to Gail who won with two firsts and a third.
The Laser Class had eleven entries. Five of those came from the Columbus area (Leatherlips Yacht Club), and six
were from North Cape. Our own Les Lashaway would have made it twelve, but unfortunately Les was nursing a
broken knee and could not race. The top four Laser finishers were all from Leatherlips. Evelyn Hannah won the
Lasers with two firsts and a third. She also won the Michelob Trophy for the best finisher in the largest Class.
There are a lot of big names on that trophy, from George Fisher to Skip Dieball. Please come back next year!
The Interlakes were our next biggest Class with eight entries. There were two boats that came from the Mansfield
area (near Mohican State Park) along with our newest prospective Jolly Roger member, Sandy Burke. It was
Sandy’s first time racing the Interlake. This March, Sandy sailed a Wayfarer in the 300-mile Everglade Challenge
and won his Class. He plans to sail his Interlake in next year’s Challenge. Bob Bradley has been racing in the river
most of his life and found Sunday to his liking. Bob won the Interlake Class easily with his worst race being a third.
Peter Frissell sailed the most consistently well with a second and a first but unfortunately got disqualified in the
first race, which pushed him back to fourth overall. Bill Sanderson and I rounded out the top three.
Three Optis from around this area raced on a shorter course, with Ernie and Jaqueline Dieball’s son Dean getting
first. All three boats were from North Cape. North Cape also brought a 420, Mike Reynolds, who raced on the
same course.
Jolly Roger Sailing Club proudly showed off our own talented fleet of Catalina 22s. Don Carsten was amazing as
usual, winning all three races. Neil Whitehead gave him a run for his money in second and Ralph Grudzinski and
Stan Fogle rounded it out. Don won the perpetual Bruce Sondys Memorial Award that goes the top Catalina 22
finisher. Becky Sondys, Bruce’s daughter, and Phil Fry presented the award.
We were treated to a beautiful day of racing, especially for this time of year. The first race was a little light, but
allowed for a lot of light air tactics, which are rare for around here. I am not good in light air, but some of these
sailors are really good in light air.
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The course was shortened for the second and third races, and the wind picked up for very pleasant racing.
This event could not happen without the effort of many hard-working people. Jim and Chris Davis volunteered to be our PROs. They made
sure we had all of the flags and marks, made sure that the Sailing instructions were good, and organized all of the marks boats and crash
boats. In other words, they took care of pretty much all the racing portion. And they did a perfect job!! Jim and Chris help every year and
their work is incredible. Helping Jim on the Race Committee was Phil Fry and Ken Sabin. Ernie Dieball, Les Lashaway, and Becky Aumiller
helped with marks, and Tom Beck and Don Schalitz served as a marks/crash boat as well. These hard workers cannot be thanked enough!!
I would also like to thank Hank Wasilausky and his wife Jan for all their help getting the club ready, and clean. Hank almost single-handedly
made it possible for our club to serve drinks outside and comply with all the State Covid-19 mandates and our liquor license. This was not
an easy task! We even had the club open for the first time since the pandemic started (even if it was only for bathroom use). We enjoy
Hank’s hard work every Thursday after races as well.
My wife Angie deserves thanks as well. Angie came up with the idea of having a food truck. With Covid-19 restrictions in place, serving
food becomes even more of a challenge than before. The food truck alleviated that burden and ….the food was delicious. Thanks also goes
out to Bill and Judy Owens for tending the bar, and Marge and Arne Hanson for tending to the Ship’s Store. Thanks to the rest of the Jolly
Roger Board as well for planning such a fun event in such a difficult time.
I cannot wait for a better next year and for more fun on the Ottawa River!!

Commodore Ron

Pics from the Cattail Regatta….

Thanks go out to Becky Aumiller and Brian Aumiller for the pictures.
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2020 JRSC Cattail Regatta
Results

Sunfish

3

Skipper

Club

Race 1 Race 2 Race 3

Total

Finish

Gail Turlurk
Tom Katterheirich
Donald Fritz

GLSC
SMBC
JRSC

3
1
2

1
3
2

1
2
3

5
6
7

1
2
3

Laser

Evelyn Hannah
Sarah Gresman
Siri Schantz
Matt Heywood
Emerson Becker
Mallory Dietsch
Jimmy Souilliere
Mason E. Mattile
Kassidy Kennedy
Bethany
Maggie Powel

LYC
LYC
LYC
NCYC
LYC
NCYC
NCYC
LYC
NCYC
NCYC
NCYC

3
1
2
5
4
7
8
6
9
DSQ
11

1
2
4
3
6
5
7
9
8
10
11

1
2
3
6
4
7
9
10
8
5
11

5
5
9
14
14
19
24
25
25
27
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Interlake

Bob Bradley
Ron Gall
Bill Sanderson
Peter Frissell
Tom Marriott
Sandy Burke
Tom Crowley
Tom Wills

NCYC
JRSC
MSC
NCYC
JRSC
JRSC
JRSC
MSC

2
5
1
DSQ
4
3
7
6

1
3
4
2
5
8
6
7

3
2
6
1
4
5
7
8

6
10
11
12
13
16
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Opti

Dean Dieball
Jacob Stange
Kevin Purvis

TIYC/NCYC
TIYC/NCYC
NCYC

3
1
2

1
2
3

1
3
2

5
6
7

1
2
3

Catalina 22

Don Carsten
Neil Whitehead
Ralph Grudzinski
Stan Fogle

JRSC
JRSC
JRSC
JRSC

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

3
6
9
12

1
2
3
4

420

Mike Reynolds

NCYC

1

1

1

3

1

Vice Commodore
Neil Whitehead
419-376-6463
Jrscvicecommodore@gmail.com

Did you hear there is a new animal on the Chinese calendar this year?
It’s the year of the raccoon.
In all seriousness, by the time you read this, August will be over and the Cattail done.
Summer is fast moving into Fall.
Thursday Night races have been going well with a consistent turn out and Hank has
the outside bar open. There are a few more weeks of racing left yet, so come on out,
get those last few sails in before the end of the season and support Hank at the outside bar – make it worth all the hard work getting the outside license extension.
Efforts to recruit new members have obviously come to a halt. It is hard to encourage
and recruit new members when the club is mostly closed. We will however be getting
fliers, handouts ready and a series of events scheduled for 2021 in the hope things
are better in 2021 and we can implement some of the ideas generated at our
meetings earlier this year.
My media/public relations advisor tells me I should keep my newsletter articles positive and not scolding, but I have to say the response
to my request for ideas for our 75th year is, to put it mildly, disappointing. Not one person came up with an event, or suggestion, as to
what they would like to see happen next year. I understand that times are uncertain, but if things improve in 2021, we need to have our
ideas and plans in place so they can be implemented. Once again, I am asking you think about what events you would like to see for
our 75th anniversary, or 76th if that’s the way it has to be, and email me.
On similar lines to the Change of Watch, many things will continue to be cancelled as 2020 turns into 2021. Euchre as it has happened in
past years obviously does not conform to the new requirements for social distancing, or the rules for clubs and bars to be open – specifically the number of people at the club, and the inability to move between tables. It is unlikely we will be able to hold Euchre over the
winter, certainly not in its past format. This does not however mean the club must be closed over the winter with no events what so
ever. With tables spaced 10ft apart, we can accommodate approximately 40 people in the main meeting room and meet current guide
lines. The question is would anyone be interested in events at the club? I understand many of our members are NOT comfortable
with social gatherings. Items talked about have been things like a trivia night, bingo or other events not requiring people to move
around. Before decisions are made, please drop me an email and let me know your thoughts. Please do not assume I already know
how you feel, or that I assume you feel the same way I do. It takes only a few seconds to send an email.
Finally, as the season draws to a close, remember the club, like your boat, needs putting to bed for the winter. Dock repairs are needed,
maintenance around the club is required, and boats need winterizing. Please volunteer your time to get things done while the weather
is still nice and at the same time get a few work hours completed.

Vice Commodore Neil
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STILL NEED TO COMPLETE YOUR 2020 WORK HOURS……..
Even though our Club has been closed and is just starting the process of re-opening….there
are still plenty of opportunities to complete your 2020 work hours…cleaning, yard work,
dock maintenance just to name a few.
Below is a list of our current chairpersons. Please contact one or more of them…they sure
could use your assistance.

Commodore Ron Gall
419-450-6972
jrsccommodore@gmail.com

Dock Chair John Miga
419-539-5243
migajm@buckeye-express.com

Vice Commodore Neil Whitehead
419-376-6463
jrscvicecommodore@gmail.com

Bulkhead Chair Bill Davidge
734-847-2522
wpdavidge@gmail.com

Bar Chair Hank Wasilausky
419-698-4122
hswasil@att.net

Yard Chair Ralph Grudzinski
419-475-5805
grudp@aol.com
House Chair PJ Crowley
419-340-3231
pjsteelrails@yahoo.com

From our Vice-Commodore…..
Since the club house is still closed, please fill out a slip of paper with your name, the work you performed, the
time spent and place or cut out the Work Hours Slip below. Put the slip in the mail slot at the front of the Club.
Better yet, please email the information to V/C Neil Whitehead at jrscvicecommodore@gmail.com

JOLLY ROGER SAILING CLUB—WORK HOUR SLIP
Complete the following and place in the Club House mailbox.
Name_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date__________________________________
Time Start______________________

Time Finish:________________________

Total Hours:____________________________

Description of work performed: ____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Work Party Chairman:____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature (if chair person is not available, submit without signature)
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September 2020
CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
Ahoy Mates!!!
JRSC—General Meeting (virtual), Tuesday, September 8, 7 p.m.
JRSC—Lunch Bunch, Wednesday, September 16 at MRYC, 11:45 a.m.
JRSC—Board Meeting (virtual), Tuesday, September 22, 7 p.m.
JRSC—Last Bash to the Bay, September 25-27, Meinke Marina
(see article in this edition)
JRSC—General Meeting (virtual), Tuesday, October 13, 7 p.m.
JRSC—Lunch Bunch, Wednesday, October 21, 11:45 at MRYC
JRSC—Board Meeting (virtual), Tuesday, October 27, 7 p.m.

Since we haven’t been able to
be together in person and
share our summer activities,
here are a few pictures of what
some of our members have
been doing this summer.

just out for a nice sail…..

celebrating the 4th...

sunset cruise….

Lunch Bunch
Vince Hebert
419-340-3618
vcatvince@hotmail.com
sites on the lake….

Lunch Bunch this month will be on Wednesday,
September 16th at 11:45 at Maumee River Yacht
Club.
Outdoor seating is available….
Until then…...

Capt. Vince
babysitting grandkids
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or just working
in your yard…

Mark your calendar…don’t miss...

the 25th Annual Last Bash
AARRRGHHH….
See you there!!!

September 25—27, 2020
Meinke Marina

Hello fellow JRSC sailors and friends,
It is with sad heart that I must announce that Last Bash this year will NOT be at PIB due to the lovely
pandemic. HOWEVER, the 25th annual LAST BASH will take place at Meinke Marina September 25-27
as originally planned.
We would love for some smaller boats to sail over from JRSC! We can accommodate a few boats at the Meinke Docks without charge: first
come, first serve. Others will be $20/night. Please let Sue know ASAP.

Tentative schedule:
Friday:

Sail around lighthouse at noon. Sandy will be leaving Meinke’s at noonish. Hitch a ride with someone who has a boat if
yours isn’t in yet, or you would like to sail with someone else! Any boats from JRSC that would like to meet up with us for
part of that cruise are welcome. We will be monitoring CH 9.

Friday 6 pm—

Dinner at the Bilge at Anchor Point followed by euchre tournament with $3 buy in… 5 games, change partners… just like
winter euchre. Winner takes all!!

Saturday:
9 am—
10-1—
1-4 pm—
4 pm—
Sunday:
9 am—

Breakfast potluck-bring a dish to share. Sue will send out a text to all coming so we can coordinate items.
Bring an outdoor game to play/share (corn hole, ladder ball, frisbee, etc.)
Wine/snacks with friends. Bring your own wine to drink and a bottle to share if you wish.
Jack’s supermarket is close and has Heineman’s wine.
Aye, Aye
Grill out, bring your own meat and a dish to share. Bring your own plates/utensils/cups etc.
Captain!!

Breakfast potluck
Sail home

We need grills and tables if anyone has any to share.
RSVP if possible to Sue Daniel: 419 343 0612 call/text.

We will be ordering commemorative t-shirts…
Pre-order only through Sue by September 4.
Cost is $20.

Sue Daniel
419-343-0612
(text or call)

Hope to see many of you at Meinke’s for the weekend!!

Sue
*****all plans are subject to change based on weather
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From our Past Commodore
and Bar Chair
Hank Wasilausky

hswasil@att.net
419-698-4122

“

RIP RAP”

September, 2020

Dear Fellow Sailors & Shipmates:
First “Last Bash to the Bay” A couple weeks ago I was in our empty bedroom upstairs waiting for my printer to boot up so I could make
some copies. I scanned the book shelf in front of me and pulled out an old, somewhat familiar book labelled Daily Cruising Log. Low and
behold, it was the first log book of our first boat, Kilauea. I immediately took it down and it fell open to page 68….
“The date 9/22/00, 3:15 PM, Weather Clear, 15-20 knot winds, picking up to 30, 3-4++ to 6’ waves, +30 Inches water gage.
“1 PM Arrived at Kilauea dock & put provisions & gear aboard. Added 1/3 qt oil to engine. Started engine for 10 min to warm it up. 3 PM
Rick & Pat (Huff) arrive at Sound of Silence and we get underway at 3:15. Head out into Bay & begin to raise sail with 1 reef. “SOS” continues on under engine power. Winds out of 090o & our course is 095o, so we take down sail. Motor at 6-7 mph. 12 miles our “SOS” stops &
we motor over to find they are changing fuel filters. Boat 30-45 min. as we circled until they could get started again.
“After rounding Niagara Reef Light, wind and waves pick up. 4-6’ waves common. (maybe a 7 footer thrown in). Rains come & spray
keeps our raingear on. Follow GPS to PIB. “SOS” cuts by us & then follows us until 1 mile from entrance to PIB. Then we follow her in to
Millers. Other JRSC members help to tie us up on outboard dock at 9:45. In bed at 11. Total 36 mi-knot log.
“9/23/00 up at 4AM to check fenders—adjust & add one. At 6:30 awake. Up at 8:30. Breakfast at “SOS”-pancakes—Group heads up to
Heineman Winery at 11:30. Eighteen people kill 16 bottles of wine, 7 or 8 platters of cheese. Returned to Miller’s docks. relaxed &
chatted ’til dinner. 2 cases wine from Heineman’s arrived—$112. Shared wine & boombox with group. Rains came at 6 PM & moved dinner to PIB Yacht Club Pavilion. (They had change of watch ceremony.)
pg 69:…
“Shower at Miller’s facility after dinner. About 9 pm winds & rain really picked up. Adjusted fenders several times during the night.
Played “Who’s the Skipper?” game till 10:30. Restless sleep w/ boat bouncing around & winds & rain. Adjusted fenders again.
“Up AT 7:30 AM. Still rainy w/winds out of NW-N. Breakfast on board despite available on Pete & Kathy’s (Clay) boat. Napped til 10:30.
Started preps for getting underway at 11:00. At 11:30 backed out of dock with assistance from crew. Went to fuel docks & put in 5.383
gallon diesel-$12.00 in tank. Underway at 12:00 w/double reefed main. Used jib & double reefed main. Winds out of N-NW @10-20
knots. Hit speeds to 10 & 11 mph. average 9-10 most of the way. Seas 4-5 foot down to 1-3 feet at harbor entrance. 36.9 mi (knot log)
head 270-280o. Total trip about 46 nm by GPS. Arrived @ 4:40. Norm (Longberry) had hot chocolate & soup on board “Flash Point” for all
making the trip.
“Cleaned up & took supplies (cargo wine) off.
Capt. Hank & Crew Jan”
And that’s how it was…twenty years ago—Our first Last Bash!

P/C Hank
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Pirate’s Cove worked really well for the
activities after the Cattail Regatta. The food
truck was an added bonus….thanks to Lady
Angie Gall for the great idea and for making
it happen.

John Miga

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP

JRSC Dock Chairman
419-539-4253
ACTIVE

43

ASSOCIATE

35

SOCIAL

NEED WORK HOURS????
HERE’S A GREAT OPPORTUNITY….
DOCK WORK PARTY

26

JUNIOR

12

MILITARY

1

HONORARY
TOTAL

13
130

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
9:30 A.M.

SHIP’S STORE
ALTHOUGH OUR CLUB ISN’T FULLY OPEN YET,
ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE.
MANY NEW ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING REALLY
NICE DENIM SHIRTS WITH JRSC LOGO.
PLEASE CONTACT MARGE HANSEN
TO PLACE YOUR ORDERS.
419-893-9312
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Thanks to Phil Fry for sharing...

Rhumb Line

a course that keeps a constant bearing
The Rhumb Line for Great Lakes Sailing is clear: to provide a comprehensive listing of ports around the Great Lakes basin and articles that
cover a broad range of topics of interest to sailors.
The purpose of Rhumb Line is to keep you up-to-date with new additions to Great Lakes Sailing and articles of interest in a brief, easy-toscan and concise manner. I value not only your interest but also your time.
Michael Leahy, Publisher
Great-Lakes-Sailing.com

August 2020
New at Great Lakes Sailing
The Store

Great Lakes Sailing’s marine store is fully open and has been successfully processing orders. As we frequently use the United States Postal
Service, some delays have been experienced but overall, the shipping process has worked well.
We are adding new products regularly. We have been able to source from major suppliers who carry or manufacture quality, name brand
products. We price competitively compared to bricks & mortar stores and we are open 24/7.
The store can be accessed directly from the website.
Where There Is No Doctor
One of the best books for dealing with medical emergencies is Where There Is No Doctor. Written by a doctor, this was originally designed for aid workers and local people living in isolated rural communities in under-developed countries.
It is an outstanding practical guide to have on board - you don't have to be in Africa to be in a situation where you are totally on your own
or have someone else totally dependent on you. The section on First Aid is excellent. It is available as a pdf and can be found
on www.great-lakes-sailing.com here - Resources
Its excellent companion volume is titled Where There Is No Dentist. It is also available as a pdf and can be found in the Resources
Updated Port Review
Fifty Point Conservation Area is located at the west end of Lake Ontario, between Burlington Bay 8 nm to the west and Port Dalhousie
16 nm east. It is probably the finest harbor between Hamilton and the Niagara River.
The conservation area is a 197 acre/80 ha park with beaches, camping areas and a large, well-maintained marina. Owned by the Hamilton
Conservation Authority, this is a very popular place to visit. For the longest time, services have been minimal.
However, as development has spread, new services have cropped up and the port review has been updated to reflect this.
This update was made possible by a reader of the website who took the time to jot a few notes and send them to me. It is simply not
possible for me to stay on top of all changes that take place in each port. Major features and services do not change much but small things
can and do – a pub changes its name, a restaurant closes or a new attraction opens.
If you live in or near one of these ports, perhaps you could take a few minutes and send me a note about any changes that you have noticed. I will ensure that each contributor gets full credit if they so wish.
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I am also looking for other ways to recognize readers who help make the information on the site more accurate and up-to-day. I am certainly
open to suggestions!
I can be reached either through the contact page on www.great-lakes-sailing.com .
Interesting Great Lakes News Items
There are news items about every aspect of the Great Lakes being published every day and every month. Here are a few of the items that
made the news in the past month or so.
a) Lake Water Temps
Lake Ontario broke a record this July for hottest surface water temperature ever recorded on the lake since 1995.
Lake Ontario isn’t alone. All five of the Great Lakes’ surface water temperatures are still above their 1995-2020 averages as of Aug.
21, according to NOAA Great Lakes CoastWatch.
According to air temperature predictions made by NOAA Weather Service, above normal air temperatures during the rest of August and
September could potentially translate to continued high surface temperatures in the Great Lakes for the rest of summer.
The most staggering increase of temperatures comes from Lake Ontario, which reached 76.93&degF (24.96&degC) on July 10. That is
9.72&degF (5.4&degC) above the average temperature for July 10 from 1995 to 2020 and is the warmest surface water temperature ever
recorded on Lake Ontario, according to NOAA CoastWatch data.
The surface water temperature of Lake Ontario continues to remain above average, having hit 73.81&degF (23.23&degC) on Aug. 20.
These high water temperatures are mainly caused by persistent warm weather along with light winds. “Climate change is clearly affecting
the Great Lakes,” Andrea Vanderwoude, manager of the Great Lakes CoastWatch, reported. “This particular warming is consistent with the
larger warming that is occurring.”
b) A Divide in the Great Lakes – the Nearshore Shunt
With all of the other divisions we see happening around us, do we really need another one??? Alas its happening even in our lakes – a divide
between the nearshore waters and offshore waters of each lake. (Offshore waters on the Great Lakes have been defined as waters over 66 ft
(20 m) deep.)
Ever encounter sharp mussel shells underwater when you swim or sand that is becoming whiter from crushed shells or bad-smelling masses
of algae washing up on the shore – these changes are features of the “nearshore shunt”. Ontario scientists are leaders in identifying and explaining this phenomenon.
Zebra and quagga mussels are invasive species that now dominate Great Lakes nearshore ecosystems. They blanket the bottom of the lakes
in vast numbers across much of the Great Lakes. Zebra and quagga mussels are filter feeders that have clarified water in the nearshore areas
of the Great Lakes. The increased clarity and filtering traps phosphorus coming into the lakes in the nearshore environments, preventing it
from getting into deeper waters as much as it had before the mussel invasion.
The mussels created the divide we see today between nearshore and offshore areas of the Great Lakes — the nearshore areas struggle with
excessive blooms of algae, while in the offshore areas there aren’t enough nutrients to support thriving fisheries.
The significance of the nearshore-offshore divide also varies from lake to lake. Lake Erie is the only lake where there are no concerns about
low offshore productivity — the focus remains on cutting back on phosphorus to stop alga blooms.
Lake Huron and Lake Michigan, on the other hand, are dealing with the most damage to their fish populations from these low nutrient levels.
In these lakes, the fisheries have noticed a decline in the prey fish populations — enough to impact how much predator fish they can stock in
the lakes.
“Lake Huron was the earliest lake to show these kinds of trends and changes in the fish community and Lake Michigan is following that
path,” said Robert Hecky, a scientist with the International Joint Commission’s Scientific Advisory Board.
Lake Superior’s data suggests that declining nutrients in the offshore could be a problem, but the issue is not as bad as in the other two lakes.

c) Eagle vs Drone
One of our favorite hidden anchorages up north is home to at least one nesting pair of bald eagles. Watching them soar overhead or swoop
down for a catch is a breathtaking moment. They are also known to take birds in mid-air, such as gulls. Apparently, that was not enough for
one bald eagle.
A bald eagle launched an aerial assault on a drone operated by the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy —
known ironically in this case as EGLE — ripping off a propeller and sending the aircraft into Lake Michigan.
The attack happened July 21, when the drone was mapping shoreline erosion near Escanaba in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula to document and
help communities cope with high water levels.
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Environmental quality analyst and drone pilot Hunter King said he had completed about seven minutes of the mapping flight when satellite
reception became spotty. King pressed a button to return the $950 drone to him and was viewing his video screen when the drone began to
twirl. “It was like a really bad roller coaster ride,” said King, who looked up and saw the eagle flying away, apparently unhurt by its confrontation with technology.
d) Recovering Fish Populations
The variety of fish swimming in Chicago’s rivers have increased in recent decades, which authorities attribute to a decline in pollution, according to a sampling study released Monday by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District.
The report claims there are nearly 60 different types of fish swimming in the Chicago and Calumet rivers. There were fewer than 10 types
of fish in the waterways in the 1980s, according to the Chicago Tribune. Carp is the most frequently found species in the rivers. Among
other species netted by district biologists were bluegill, catfish, largemouth bass and yellow perch. Those fish are less tolerant of pollution
than carp.
Shedd Aquarium research biologist Austin Happel says the more robust and diverse population of fish is an example of how the fight to
cleaning rivers is paying off after decades when they were turned into industrialized sewage canals.

e) Canada – US Government Joint Report:
STATE OF THE GREAT LAKES
It is impossible to overstate the global importance of the Great Lakes. Many facts are well known. They contain one fifth of the world’s
fresh surface water supply and, as home to over 4,000 separate species, are one of the most ecologically diverse ecosystems on Earth. They
provide a source of drinking water to tens of millions of Canadians and Americans.
The Great Lakes have always been at the heart of North America’s economy. They are vital to the economies of both Canada and the United States. Our lakes are a job-creation engine. If the Great Lakes Region (Ontario, Québec and the 8 Great Lakes States) were a country, it
would be the world’s fourth largest economy in the world (after the United States, China, and Japan – and ahead of Germany, Indian and
the UK. It supports manufacturing, transportation, farming, tourism, recreation, energy production and other forms of economic growth.
Lake Erie alone supports one of the world’s most valuable freshwater commercial fisheries as well as a popular sport fishery.
The Governments of Canada and the United States have released their 2019 State of the Great Lakes: Highlights Report, which provides an
overview of the status and trends of the Great Lakes ecosystem.
Overall, Great Lakes water quality is assessed as "fair and unchanging” The Report notes that, while progress to restore and protect the
Great Lakes has occurred, including the reduction of toxic chemicals, challenges cited in the report including invasive species and excess
nutrients that contribute to toxic and nuisance algae show that much work needs to be done.

In accordance with the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, Canada and the United States, with their many partners, have established a
suite of 9 indicators of ecosystem health to assess the state of the Great Lakes. The assessment is made based on indicators such as drinking
water, fish consumption, and beach closures. Over 180 government and non-government Great Lakes scientists and other experts worked to
assemble available data and prepare the report.
More Nautical Terminology
And to end on a more lighthearted note, here are some traditional sailing terms and where they originated.
After: an adjective meaning toward the stern. From the 16th century anglo-saxon word aefter. Often incorrectly contracted to aft.
Aft: an adverb meaning toward the stern. From the 15th century anglo-saxon word aeft.
Ahoy: a traditional hailing call, probably from the 13th century. Once a dreaded Viking battle cry and still used by Venetian gondoliers
when approaching a blind corner on a canal.
Arrive: A sea term you say? Actually, yes. Came from the 16th century French who took it from the Latin word arripare meaning ‘to land’
or ‘to come ashore’
Arse: Nautical, not physical!!. An old 17th century term for the fall-side of a block. Likely stemming from the Greek term orsa meaning
‘tail’
Avast: An order to ‘hold up’ or ‘stop’ an action such as hauling. Likely comes from the 17th century Dutch bou’vest or Portuguese abasta meaning ‘enough’.
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CLASSIFIEDS

SEPTEMBER 2020

If you have anything you would like to advertise here, please let us know.

Homemade wooden sailing/rowing dinghy.
8' x 4' with centerboard and rudder.
With trailer. $750
Contact Steve Barry 419-885-1868

jrscpublicity@gmail.com

Greiner Symmetrical Spinnaker for Sale:

$350

Yellow/Green/Blue/Pink. 40ft Luff x 20.5ft Foot.
Excellent condition and still has that new feel to it.

Text or Call:
Neil Whitehead
419 376 6463
This was used on boats in the 30-34ft range.

'56 Johnson 5.5 horsepower motor,
excellent condition! $300
Contact: Rick Barlow 419-345-9139

From the Editors
Bill & Judy Owens
jrscpublicity@gmail.com

Cut off date for the Oct 2020 edition will be September 25th.
www.facebook.com/jollyrogersailing club
www.jollyrogersailingclub.com
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September 2020
Sun

6

Mon

7

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

16

17

18

19

24

25

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

General Meeting
7 pm

13

14

15

Lunch Bunch
11:45 @ MRYC

20

21

22

27 Last
Bash

28

29

30

Tue

Wed

Board Mtg
7 pm

23

Last
Bash

26

October 2020
Sun

Mon

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

21

22

23

24

29

30

31

General Meeting
7 pm

18

19

20

Lunch Bunch
11:45 @ MRYC

25

26

27
Board Meeting
7 pm

14

28

Last
Bash

JRSC
5961 Edgewater Drive
Toledo, OH 43611

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
SINCE 1946 ON THE BANKS OF THE OTTAWA RIVER IN TOLEDO, OHIO

MEMBER OF I -LYA, AYC AND U.S. SAILING

ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT REPRESENT AN ENDORSEMENT BY JOLLY ROGER SAILING CLUB OR ITS MEMBERS.
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